This is Ms. Susan from the Shorewood Public Library. I can’t wait to share this silly snowperson
project with you. Give your snowperson sunglasses or boots or even a full head of hair! You start
with a big, 3-D body. 3-D (dimensional) means that you can see height, width and depth in the
same area. The design will not be flat on the paper. You can see volume which is the amount of
space occupied by the body or “belly”. Interesting, but hurry, before your snowperson starts to melt!

1-On a piece of paper, draw two circles the same size for the body of the snowperson. Draw another
circle that is a bit smaller for the head. You can look for items around the house to draw the circle
shape. At the edge of the paper, draw straight lines from the top edge of the paper to the bottom edge.
After you cut these strips, glue each one from one side of the circle to the opposite side from the
bottom. You can also you use tape. Continue to layer the strips over each other with a small space
between each one. Before you add the last one, color a few buttons on the middle of the strip. Now.
Glue the second circle to the bottom of the first circle, to cover the ends of the strips. Attach to another
piece of colored paper. Add the smaller circle for the head.
2- On another piece of paper, draw a small circle to make a nose, twigs for arms, and maybe a hat. There
are many things to draw straight lines or circles that are right around your house. Draw crisscross lines
across the circle after you cut it out. Color three triangles and add a tab to glue it together. Make the
snowperson your very own creation with eyes, mouth, and maybe ears, or any silly thing you can
imagine.

Have a frosty week!
Ms. Susan

